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Welcome to #Authors_Note

           Welcome to Hunter: The Reckoning 5th
edition. This is essentially a little pet project I
made over the course of a few days to bring
Hunter: The Reckoning to V5. It's got some minor
hints at the metaplot progression for H5 and it
includes almost everything one would need to run
a hunter game using the V5 system.

This was inspired after I joined a HtR game ran by
one of my friends and actually found myself
enjoying the concept of Hunter much more than I
expected. With this document I aim to bring the
feeling of the setting of HtR into the modern age
and to open this interesting little splat up to a
new amount of people who have V5.

As of right now this has not been play-tested so
there are probably balance issues.

LostGhostGirl

This is the start of the #authors_note channel



Welcome to #welcome

        Welcome to hunter.net 2.0. After the old site
got taken down I established this private server to
stay in contact with the other Imbued. 

Unfortunately, I was unable to get back in touch
with Witness01 so I'm taking the mantle of server
administrator. We have a few rules to keep in
mind when posting on this server so Check out
#rules when you get the chance.

Witness02

This is the start of the #welcome channel



 Do NOT share any personal information. We
don't want a repeat of last time, now do we?
 When using this server, you understand that
you will only provide true testimony to what
you have experienced.
 To invite someone into the server you must
have the person interviewed by either me or
another @Administrator to ensure they are
actual imbued.
 No transphobia, homophobia, racism, etc.
Basically don't break TOS. 
 No spamming or trolling in channels not
made for that shit.

           Right, here are some important rules to
keep in mind when using this server.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Welcome to #rules

Witness02

This is the start of the #rules channel



Updated Systems:
Write your Creed where your clan would
normally be.

Your Conviction is marked where
Vampires mark Blood Potency.

The Humanity tracker is replaced by
your Sanity. Every Imbued starts at 8
Sanity.

You Maintain the convictions and
chronicle tenants as described in V5, but
instead they leave a scar on your sanity
instead of a stain on your humanity. 

Your "Touchstones" are replaced by
"Loved Ones". People who you wish to
protect from the monsters.



An Imbued may never have more than
12 dots between all edges, unless the ST
decides otherwise. 

An Imbued may never have a level 5
power in any of their edges, unless
granted permission by the ST, and even
then that power may only be granted
for 1 scene if the ST so wishes.

All Imbued take damage as mortals and
heal as mortals, unless an edge specifies
otherwise.

Updated Systems continued:



Conviction: How it works
Every hunter starts with three dots in their Blood Potency or
"Conviction" tracker. Once per scene, a hunter may risk up
to two convictions when using an edge, unless that edge
specifies you must spend an amount of conviction. On a
successful use of their edge, they gain one to two conviction,
depending on the amount risked, and get refunded the
conviction they spent. For example, if you risk two conviction
and you suceed you would be refunded the two you risked
and gain two additional conviction. On a failure, they lose
the conviction. This is known as "risking" a dot of conviction
and is done only when the player states they are doing so.

Conviction can rise and fall rapidly throughout a scene, so it
is best to keep a good track of your conviction. A reason for
this is that conviction allows a hunter to ignore powerful
effects like the blood bond, dominate, and even the delirium
given by Garou by spending a conviction point. This will not
prevent the hunter for taking damage, however

At ten conviction you gain the ability to purchase a new dot
in one of your edges or to purchase a new edge. Track how
many edges you can purchase in the "clan Bane" slot. Once
you reach the tenth conviction, your conviction resets to the
starting three.



Injury dice: How it works

Injury dice replace hunger dice in Hunter:
The Reckoning. How you gain injury dice is
fairly simple. once all of your superficial
damage is taken, you gain one injury dice.
For each aggravated damage you take, you
gain an additional injury dice. This does
mean you can have more than five injury
dice.

A "Messy crit" in V5 terms is replaced with a
Panicked Critical. This effectively does the
same thing as a messy crit where you
succeed, but mess up in some way that
might expose you to your enemies.

"Bestial Failures" are replaced with Critical
Failures. This essentally means the hunter
fails in a spectacular way.



Sanity: How it works
Sanity works very similarly to how humanity works in V5. You
gain scars on your sanity from traumatic experiences. That
may be getting injured from a zombie, being bitten by a
kindred, one of your loved ones being injured or killed by a
monster, utilizing a level five power, or going against your
convictions or the chronicle tenants. Ultimately, it's up to the
ST to decide what is considered traumatic to each of the
player characters, but the above examples are general
guidelines to maintain.

Regaining Sanity:
Unfortunately, Sanity is quite difficult to regain after it is lost,
such is the uphill battle faced by those with mental health
issues. That does not mean there isn't hope for the Imbued,
though. One common tactic for those that can afford it
(resources 2+)  is going to seek professional help. Seeing a
therapist or other mental health professional can help an
Imbued regain their lost sanity.  Going to see a therapist is
considered a downtime action and every three visits allows you
the chance to regain a lost sanity. To regain your sanity you
must make a willpower roll at dc 5 minus the number of
attempts you've made to regain your sanity and failed. For
example, if you fail your second roll at regaining sanity the next
time you would roll to regain sanity, or your 3rd attempt to
regain sanity, is at dc 3 (5-2=3).



Sanity Ratings:
10: You're in peak mental health, though due to the nature of
becoming a hunter, this probably won't last long.
9:  You have slightly above average mental health, you're able to
stave off those bad days pretty easily.
8: This is the average for most people, sure, you have your bad
days, but you're ultimately alright.
7: You have slightly below average mental health,You've seen some
stuff, but nothing too horrible.
6: Those bad days are getting harder to ignore. You might be more
irritable, have a harder time waking up for work, or other side
effects. You're close to starting have your mental health effect how
you interact with others.
5: You're mental state is starting to deteriorate ever so slightly. Right
now some trained professionals might be able to tell something is
wrong, You take a -1 penalty to all rolls involving socializing with
non-imbued humans.
4: You're starting to grow more paranoid about the powers that are
out there. Maybe they are trying to hunt you down right now. You
take a -1 penalty to socializing with non-imbued humans.
3: You're a "very stable genius". What is meant by that is that people
are starting to be more openly concerned about your mental health
and are asking you to see a therapist. Hunting can take a toll on the
human mind, after all. You take a -2 penalty to interacting socially
with non-imbued humans.
2: You're teetering towards the edge of sanity. Take a -2 penalty to
all rolls to socially interact with non-imbued humans.
1: you're one step away from being unable to be saved. You take a
-3 penalty to all rolls to socially interact with non-imbued mortals
and a -1 to interacting with imbued mortals.



Humans in a World of Darkness
First thing to know about being a human in the World
of Darkness. You are not special. You have no
disciplines, no gifts, or no other powers that the other
splats get. You're completely at the mercy of the
supernatural creatures and the corporations that are
in control of the world from the shadows.

Not only do you not know that these things exist, you
also think they are fictional. So strong is the
Masquerade or the equivalent for the other splats.
Now, that doesn't mean that there are not cracks in
the Masquerade. This is where the Imbued come in.

The Imbued
The Imbued, or "Hunters" as they are known by the
other splats, have certain minor powers that most
other humans don't have access to. These are called
Edges and are given to them by the Heralds. What
exactly the Heralds are will be covered later. Overall
these powers attempt to make the Hunters have a
slight edge against the things that go bump in the
night.



The Heralds
Quite frankly, not much is known about the
Heralds, messengers, or whatever else you
want to call them. Some think that they are
angels, some think they're aliens, and some
think they are controlled by the government,
though the Inquisitors dispute this.

What is known is that the Imbued are called
upon by these things to clean the earth of
the things that go bump in the night.
Speaking of cleaning the earth, the Heralds
are commonly agreed to be the ones that
have bestowed the gift of being able to see
these creatures for what they are, and for
gifting the Imbued their edges. Though,
there's still a lot of debate about how exactly
that works within hunter circles.



Second Sight
As many Imbued are aware, not everyone can see
the supernatural shit that happens in the World of
Darkness. This is where second sight comes it. This
is a passive ability all hunters have. It allows them to
recognize that all supernatural creatures they face
are not human or at the very least are not alive. This
powers even allows the Hunters to see ghosts as
physical people while they are visiting the skin-lands.



             I'm telling you all, these creatures are
totally fucked up. One second they're across the
room from you, the next they are right in front of
you baring their fangs.

#General

SwordBro99

MochoJoJo
            I dunno, have you thought about not
getting in a room with fucking vampires lol.
Easiest way to fucking die. I'm telling you.

           Wow, So insightful. I should have thought
about that when they tried to storm my fucking
house.

SwordBro99

MochoJoJo

            Oh shit! Sorry man! I'm glad things worked
out alright for you. But yeah, I heard that the
vamps hate fire. Though I'm not sure about garlic.
It sucks that Huner.net 1.0 got taken down.
Hopefully this'll last longer.



Creeds



What are Creeds?
To put it simply, each creed dictates the
hunters perspective on how to deal with the
monsters they find themselves facing. Some
creeds emphasize destroying all of the
creatures of the night, while others may try
to bargain and deal with them to try and
protect people. What all hunters have in
common, though, is the desire to protect the
normal people that don't know about the
world of darkness they find themselves in.

Each creed has a primary Virtue and the
specific set of powers from that virtue that
they must take two dots in and a secondary
virtue, in which they may take one dot of any
subset of. These are treated as in-creed
edges for exp costs (in-clan disciplines).



Avengers



Who are  the Avengers?
If you think about fighting monsters as
a war, the avengers are the front-line
solders. Their perspective, by and large,
is that these monsters should be killed
as soon as humanly possible, lest some
innocents be harmed. That doesn't
mean all Avengers are stupid, it just
means they prefer a much more direct
approach to the problem of monsters
than most.

Primary Virtue: Zeal (Vengeance)

Secondary Virtue: Vision



Defender



Who are the Defenders?

The defenders are the ones that care
more about protecting the average Joe,
rather than fighting the monsters head
on, hence the name defenders. They
will typically be more protective of their
Loved Ones than most.

Primary Virtue: Zeal (Defense)

Secondary Virtue: Mercy



Innocent



Who are the Innocent?
The defenders are Imbued that seek to
find a common ground between
humans and the monsters that live in
the world with them, after all monsters
have feelings too, don't they? Usually,
many innocents are seen as naive by
their comrades, but don't let that fool
you they are just as imbued as any of
the others even if their methods are
unorthodox to most.

Primary Virtue: Mercy (Innocence)

Secondary Virtue: Vision



Judge



Who are the Judges?

While on the surface the Judges may be
mistaken for avengers, they are much
more calculating than them. They are
called judges because they have to be
judge, jury, and sometimes
executioner. Think of Judges as the
creed that would fit a leadership role
most often as they take ample account
of each decision they make.

Primary Virtue: Zeal (Vengeance)

Secondary Virtue: Mercy



Martyr



Who are the Martyrs?
Martyrs, out of all of the creeds are
more willing to put themselves at
personal risk to continue their hunt.
While the other hunters are generally
more careful about when they strike
and how to handle things Martyrs put
their mind, body, and soul into hunting
monsters. Some Martyrs will go so far
as confessing to crimes they didn't
commit to bail out other hunters. That's
how committed they are to the hunt.

Primary Virtue: Mercy (Martyrdom)

Secondary Virtue: Zeal



Redeemer



Who are the Redeemers?
The Redeemers seek one thing, to heal.
This includes the monsters out there.
Some view the monsters as an affliction
to be cured and even call them the
"afflicted". Redeemers seek to first try
and cure the Monsters of their state
and take killing as a last resort or when
it would be an act of mercy to do so. 

Primary Virtue: Mercy (Redemption)

Secondary Virtue: Vision



Visionary



Who are the Visionaries?

The Visionaries are ultimately the ones
that try to take in the perspective what
is happening and really think about it.
What does this fight represent? How
did these beings come around in the
first place? Why us? These questions
and more enter the mind of the
visionary. They are both the conscious
and the brains of the hunt, at least if
you ask them.

Primary Virtue: Vision (Visionary)

Secondary Virtue: Mercy



Virtures and Edges



Mercy: 
Innocence, Martyrdom, and redemption.



Innocence Edges:
Level 1

Hide
System: The Imbued
makes an Innocence +
Stealth roll vs
surrounding monsters
wits + awareness. On a
successful contest, the
monsters around the
Imbued do not recognize
them as a Hunter for the
remander of the scene,
unless the hunter does
somthing to draw
attention to themselves.

Dodge

surrounding monsters
wits + awareness. On a
successful contest, the
monsters around the
Imbued will have a more
difficult time hitting the
Imbued. This is
represented by a -1 to all
dice pools to hit the
Imbued using this
power.

System: The Imbued
makes an Innocence +
Athletics roll vs the 

Level 2
Illuminate

System: The Imbued
makes an Innocence +
awareness roll at dc 4.
On a success, all
supernatural beings are
surrounded by colors
relating to what kind of
monster they are



Level 3
Radiance

Prerequisite Power:
Dodge

System: The Imbued
makes a Innocence +
Stamina roll at dc 6. On a
success, a bright light
shines from the Imbued

and all hunters within
the vicinity can see these
colors. The power lasts
for 10 minutes per
success over the dc. If
the difficulty is met
exactly this power only
lasts for 10 minutes.
Furthermore, monsters
will know which hunter
used this edge.

That is only visible to
other Imbued and
supernatural creatures.
This light is so blinding
that it makes all
monsters attacking the
Imbued using this power
at a 2-dice penalty. Any
successes made over the
difficulty allow the
Imbued to share this
power to another hunter
at a rate of one to one.
So, if you make 7
successes, you and 1
additional hunter can 
 have this effect on you
and at 8 successes you
and 2 two hunters, etc.



Shadow
System: The Imbued
makes an Innocence +
stealth roll vs the
surrounding monsters
Wits + awareness + 2. On
a success, the Imbued
becomes practically
invisible to the monster,
even if they are in the
middle of a battle. This
edge makes it so that
any attempt to attack
while in this state
immediately reveals the
hunter to the monster
and your next attack is
made at an increased
difficulty of +2.

Level 4

Confront
System: The User must
spend one conviction to
use this edge. Then, the
user must make a
Manipulation +
innocence roll vs the
target creature's resolve
+ composure. On a
successful contest, the
target creature must
spend a point of
willpower to take any
action against the
Imbued, even if they are
standing still. This is on
top of the standard
attack roll the creature
would normally need to
make.



Level 5

System: The User must
spend two conviction to
use this edge. Then, the
user must make a
Strength + innocence roll
at dc 7. On a successful
contest, the target
creature takes
aggravated damage
based upon the intensity
of the nearest light
source to them.
A weak source of light
(example: a match) does
1 agg, a medium source
of light (A streetlight or a
flashlight aimed at them)
deals 2 agg, and a bright
light (the sun) deals 3
aggravated damage to

Blaze
the target.



Martyrdom Edges:
Level 1

System: The user takes
1 superficial health
damage when using this
edge. After doing so,
they are able to add their
Martyrdom level to the
next action the Imbued
takes using the strength
attribute.

Demand

Command
System: The user takes
1 superficial willpower
damage when using this
edge. After doing so,
they are able to add their
remaining unmarked
willpower to the next
social roll the character
makes.

Level 2
Witness

System: The user makes
a  Martyrdom +
awareness roll vs the
target creatures
manipulation +
subterfuge. On a
successful contest, the
Martyr is able to know
exactly what kind of
supernatural creature
the target of this power
is. Level 3

Ravage
System: The user takes
2 superficial health
damage when using this
edge.



Then, the user must
succeed on a
Manipulation +
Martyrdom contest vs
the targets Resolve +
composure. On a
success the target, if
human, is unable to
move for a number of
minutes equal to the
margin of successes
rolled. On a success
against a supernatural
creature, the target takes
2 aggravated damage.
The range of this edge is
the level of  the users
Martyrdom times 6
yards/meters.

Unleash
System: The user takes
2 superficial willpower
damage when using this
edge. Then, they must
succeed on a Martyrdom
+ manipulation roll vs
the targets composure +
resolve. On a success,
the target takes 2
aggravated willpower
damage, weather mortal
or supernatural. 

Level 4
Donate

System: The user must
spend 2 conviction to
use this power. This
power allows the user to
"donate" some of their
attribute dots to one of



their allies. To
accomplish this they
must make a martyrdom
+ resolve check at dc 5.
Any successes over that
margin can be shared to
another player by
subtracting the relevant
dots from the users
sheet and adding them
to the targets sheet
temporarily. This edge
can push someone over
5 dots in an attribute,
but if the user goes to
zero dots in one of their
attributes they pass out
until the edge wears off.
Only one attribute can
be shared at a time to an
individual ally.

Level 5

Payback
System: The user must
spend 5 conviction to
use this power.On a
successful Manipulation
+ Martyrdom vs the
targets stamina + 4, the
user may impose one
human frailty upon the
target supernatural
creature until it leaves
the presence of the
Imbued. This frailty
could be making a
Kindred need food for
sustenance and not
blood or even making
them take damage like a
mortal.



Redemption Edges:
Level 1
Bluster

System: The user must
have line of sight to the
target to use this edge.
The user must say a one-
syllable word that
means the equivalent to
"no" or "stop". On a
successful Wits +
Redemption roll vs the
targets attack roll
contest, the user stops
the attack and prevents
any damage that would
have come from it.

Blunder

simple command to a
creature.  This command
must be possible in one
turn. On a successful
Manipulation +
Redemption roll vs the
targets Composure +
Resolve, the target will
follow one command
from the Imbued that 
 will not cause them
direct ham. This edge
cannot stop an attack
form a creature.

System: The user must
have line of sight to the
target to use this edge.
The user must say a 

Level 2
Insinuate

System: The user must
have line of sight to the
target to use this edge.
The user must ask a 



creature a question, as if
they were a mortal. The
actual question isn't
relevant to the effects of
the edge. On a
successful Manipulation
+ Redemption roll vs dc
5 the target creatures
next action is taken at an
increased dc equal to
the margin of successes
made over the difficulty.

Level 3
Respire

superficial health levels
equal to the margin of
success over the dc. You
can heal aggravated
damage at a rate of
three superficial to one
agg.

System: The user must
breathe into the mouth
of the target for this
edge to work. On a
successful Stamina +
Redemption roll at dc 5
the user heals the target
for a number of 

Respite
System: The user must
speak calming words to
the target for this edge
to work. On a successful
Charisma + Redemption
roll at dc 5 the user
heals the target for a
number of superficical
willpower damage at a
rate of 2 successes to
one willpower. This will
always heal a minimum
of one willpower on a
success.



Level 4
Becalm

System: The user must
spend a conviction to
use this edge. They must
then make a
Manipulation +
Redemption roll at dc 6.
On a success, creatures,
hunters, and humans
around the Imbued find
it more difficult to fight.
This is reflected by a dc 8
willpower roll to take
any action that would
result in another being
taking damage, even
pulling the trigger of a
gun. This will also end
any frenzy a
supernatural creature is
feeling. The creature

must make a dc 8
willpower roll to
maintain their frenzy.

Level 5
Suspend

System: The user must
spend two conviction to
use this edge. On a
successful Charisma +
Mercy roll at dc 8 the
Imbued radiates an aura
around him that
prevents supernaturals
that are on other plains
from entering the mortal
plain. This also makes
them unable to see the
mortal plane in an area
around the imbued. This
area is 30 yeards around
the Imbued using this
edge.



Vision: Visonary



Visionary Edges:
Level 1
Forsee

System: On a successful,
wits + Visionary roll at dc
5, you may reroll the
entire roll of an action of
your choosing and take
the better result of the
two actions, but you
must declare before you
roll that you are using
this effect on that roll.

Level 2
Pinpoint

System: The user must
have line of sight on the
target for this edge to
work. On a successful
wits + Visionary roll at dc
5, the user gains
knwoledge one
weakness of the
creature that they are
fighting against. You
may only use this edge
once against a particular
target in a single scene.

Guidance:

 Keep in mind, this is in
the heralds opinion and
may clash with your
hunters ideas.

System: On a successful,
wits + Visionary roll at dc
3, you are granted the
ability to see a symbol
from the heralds to gain
some insight into what
action they should take. 



Level 3
Delve

System: On a successful,
wits + Visionary roll at dc
6, the imbued may see a
vision of the past of the
place they are in. The
difficulty increases by 1
for anything over 1 year
ago, by 2 for anything
over 5 years, and by 3
for anything over 10
years. Each success over
the dc grants 5 minutes
of viewing. The clarity of
the vision is up to the ST.  
The user chooses what
exactly about the place
they wish to see. ex:
"What happened when
the Diamond was
stolen?". This may only
be used once per scene.

Elaborate
System: On a successful,
wits + Visionary roll at dc
6, the imbued may hear
a conversation of the
past in the place they
are in. The difficulty
increases by 1 for
anything over 1 year
ago, by 2 for anything
over 5 years, and by 3
for anything over 10
years. Each success over
the dc grants 5 minutes
of listening. The clarity of
the vision is up to the ST.  
The user chooses what 
 kind of conversation
they wish to hear ex: "I
want to hear the thieves
make their heist plan."
This may only be used
once per scene.



Level 4

System: On a successful,
Stamina+ Visionary roll
at dc 5, the user will be
able to take damage as if
they were a kindred, for
the remainder of the
scene they are in.

Restore

Sustain
System: On a successful,
Stamina+ Visionary roll
at dc 5, the user will be
able to mend one
superficial damage per
turn for the remainder
of the scene.

Level 5
Augur

System: You must
spend 3 conviction to
use this edge. This edge
works much like Delve,
but for the future and
the ST makes a secret
roll using the PCs stats.
This will only allow the
user to see the future
and the farther in the
future, the less clear it
becomes. On a failure,
your conviction is
wasted. Use the rolls
associated with delve to
decide the dc and roll for
this edge.



Zeal:
 Defense, Judgement, and

Vengeance



Defense Edges:
Level 1

Ward
System: On a successful,
Stamina + Defense roll
at dc 4, any margin over
the dc is the amount of
successes a creature
must make on their own
stamina roll to approach
the hunter using this
edge.

Level 2

System: You heal
superficial damage at a
rate of 1 for every 10
minutes and aggravated
at a rate of one per
week.

rejuvinate

restore
System: You heal
superficial willpower
damage at a rate of 1 for
every day and 1
aggravated for every 2
weeks.

Level 3
Brand

System: You must
physically tuch the target
to use this edge. On a
successful dex + Defense
roll vs the targets dex +
athletics, you touch the
target and place a brand
on them. This marks the
target as a monster and
this brand can be seen
by hunters even when



the creature is invisible
to the naked eye.

Level 4
Champion

System: The target of
this edge must have
clear line of sight to the
user. You must spend
two conviction to use
this edge. On a
successful resolve +
Defense vs the targets
wits + awareness
contest, the target
creature will focus all of
their attention on the
user, even against the
creature's better
judgement.

Distract

System: The target of
this edge must have
clear line of sight to the
object you wish to draw
the attention of the
creature to. You must
spend two conviction to
use this edge. On a
successful resolve +
Defense vs the targets
wits + awareness
contest, the target
creature will focus all of
their attention on an
object of the Imbued's
choosing, even against
the targets better
judgement. This effect is
brokwn if someone
attacks the target of
thisedge.



Level 5
Burn

System: You must
spend 2 conviction to
use this edge. On a
successful defense +
Stregth roll at dc 8, any
damage delt by your
hunter is considered
aggravated.



Judgement Edges:
Level 1
Discern

System: On a successful,
wits + Judgement roll at
dc 5, any margin over
the dc is the amount of
time the Imbued can see
perfectly clear at night
and can see
supernatural creatures
for what they are easier.
This is reflected by
making it easier for the
Imbued using this edge
to see one feature that
might more easily
identify what kind of
supernatural creature
the target is.

Level 2

System: To use this
edge the user must have
line of sight to the
target. On a successful
Judgement +
Manipulation roll vs the
targets composure +
resolve,  the target is
practically stuck in place
for the remainder of the
scene unless they spend
a superficial wilpower to
get out of it.

Burden

Resist
System: To use this
edge the user must have
line of sight to the
target. On a successful 



Judgement +
Manipulation roll vs the
targets composure +
resolve,  the target is
unable to attack a
specific ally for the
remainder of the scene
unless they spend a
willpwer. This target
cannot be the user of
this edge.

Level 3
Balance

System: To use this
edge the user must have
line of sight to the
target. On a successful 
 wits + Judgement roll vs
the targets stamina + 2
the target can no longer
use any disciplines or
supernatural powers.

Level 4

for the remainder of the
scene, unless they spend
two willpower.

Peirce
System: To use this
edge the user must
spend one conviction.
This edge then activates
for the scene. The ST
makes secret rolls
whenever the user hears
a lie. This roll is the users
Judgement + Insight vs 
 the liars dots in
manipulation and
subterfuge. On a success
on the secret roll, the
user of this edge gets a
physical sensation that
indicates that they just
heard a lie. The ST



 is encouraged to make
rolls even when they
know someone is being
truthful just to keep the
player honest.

Understand
System: This power
works exactly like Peirce,
however it activates
when someone is trying
to hide a piece of
information without
lying.

Level 5
Expose

System: Roll your 
 Judgement dice and
spend two conviction.
Upon doing this,
supernatural creatures
are

exposed for what they
truly are to bystanders
in a radius determined
by how many successes
you get. One success is
within a few yards of the
character, two -3 is a 50
yard radius,  4-5
successes is an entire
city block, 6-7 is an acre,
and 8+ is a mile radius.



Vengance Edges:
Level 1
Cleave

System: With this edge
all attacks using a melee
weapon are
empowered. This
manifests as  + 2
damage on top of
whatever damage they
would normally do.
Additionally, all
superficial damage with
this weapon are
unhaved to supernatural
creatures.

Impact
System: This edge works
exactly like Cleave, but
for firearms.

Level 2
Tark

System: You must tuch
a supernatural creature
or the creature must
pass through you. Then
you make a Vengeance +
wits roll at dc 5. On a
success, you see a
trailthat follows the
supernatural creature
wherever it goes for 6
hours. If the creature
leaves the mortal plane,
the trail stops abruptly
untill they return. Only
the use may see this
trail.



Level 3
Smoulder

System: On a successful
Vengeance +  Resolve
roll, a cloud of smoke
surrounds the user in a
radious of 50 feet. Any
attempt to attack the
user or anyone else
within the smoke is done
at an increased difficulty
of 3. This does not effect
other hunters or the
user.

Cloud
System: On a successful
Vengeance +  Resolve
roll, a cloud of smoke
surrounds the user in a
radious of 50 feet. No
supernatural creatures
can detect hunters 

 within this radius,
unless they try to attack
the supernatural.
Disciplines like auspex's
sense the unseen can
counter this power, but
they must succeed at a
wits + awareness +
auspex roll at dc 10. This
edge can only be used
once per scene

Level 4
Surge

System: Spend a point
of conviction, the user
may now allocate their
dots in Vengance to their
physical attributes up to
6 dots. Any excess are
wasted. This edge lasts
one scene.



Level 5
Smite

System: You must
spend 2 conviction to
use this edge. On a
successful Vengeance + 
 Resolve roll at dc 8, you
deal 2 aggravated
damage to any
supernaturals within
your line of sight as a
bolt of lightning
suddenly hits them all.



Backgrounds, Merits,

and Flaws



Backgrounds: from the V5 corebook

Allies
Contacts
Fame
Influence
Haven (re-named to "Home"
for the purposes of this splat), 
Mask 
Resources.
Mawla (Re-named to
"Mentor" and gives a hunter
teacher and not a Kindred.)

Allowed Backgrounds:



Backgrounds: New
Arsenal

Arsenal represents the weapons readily available to
a hunter . For example, these weapons would most
likely be already owned by the hunter and would
have a supply of ammunition for their arsenal at
character creation.

     -- You have a small collection of pistols.

          -- You have a collection of a few pistols and
maybe some old WW2 Semiautomatic weaponry

                  -- You have a collection of  pistols and
maybe some old automatic weaponry

                     -- You have a collection of  weaponry
from the modern era, including a handful of
explosives.
                         -- Almost no weapon is out of your
reach. You have a collection of weapons from
modern to old and have many explosives to go
alongside them



Bystanders
Bystanders, unlike your allies
and contacts, are people who
are not only aware of
monsters, but were actually
called by the heralds to act,
but due to their failure to act
did not become Imbued like
the PCs and other Hunters
were. 

Each dot in bystanders, up to a
maximum of five, gives you
one bystander.



Destiny
While most people, even your character, will seem
like just some person on the surface you were
destined for more. You have some role to play in
the future of the world, but  what that exactly is is
unknown to the player.

     -- You get the feeling something is in your future.

         -- You are destined to make an impact on a
special few.

               -- Your destiny is a powerful one, you might
become a respected leader or an innovator of some
kind.

                    -- You're destined to become a legend.

                         -- The very fate of the world rests on
your shoulders.



Patron
Other Imbued only directly hear the word of the
Heralds when they are Imbued you are different.
For some reason they keep contacting you directly
even after your initial Imbuing. What this means for
your character is uncertain.

    -- You've been contacted maybe four or five times
since your Imbuing

        -- You get contacted both with dire messages
and seasonally.

             -- You get contacted several times a month.

                 -- You get contacted once or twice a week.

                 -      - You get contacted once or twice a
day.



Merits: from the V5 corebook

Linguistics
Looks (Beautiful and
Stunning)

Allowed Merits:



Merits: New

           Socially Aware: Reading social clues comes
naturally to you from body language to the slight
curl of a lip. Gain two dice when performing insight
checks.

               Business Savy: You've spent enough time in
the corperate world to know just waht to say to
make things happen. Gain two dice in manipulation
when attempting to manipulate a business to your
whims.

           Brawler: You've spent time in underground
fight clubs, gain three dots to spend between brawl
and athletics when you take this merit. However,
gain one dots in the enemies (rival) flaw as your
fight club rival wants to take you down.

           Looks, Forgettable: While you don't look bad
by any means you also don't stand out in a crowd,
this gives you -2 dc to all stealth rolls when trying to
blend into a crowd.



           Night Sight: Maybe you've been camping a lot
or maybe you were just born with the ability to see
slightly better in the dark. Either way the dc to wits +
awareness checks in the dark of night is reduced by
2. This merit does not apply when night-vision
goggles are warn.



Flaws: from the V5 corebook

Influence (disliked/despised)
Looks (ugly/repulsive)
Resources (destitute)
Substance use (addiction,
hopeless addiction) Note:
This just means you need to
take the substance regularly
to not take the penalty, not
drink blood.
retainers (stalkers)
Status (shunned/suspect)

Allowed Flaws:



             God I fucking hate all these fuckers we
have to fight. I mean, there are so manu non-
humans out there.

#General

SwordBro99
            Do we really need to fight all of them? Can't
we focus on, I dunno, defending those who need
it?

WokeUpChoseViolence

            Why wait for them to attack people? We
have walking dead, wizards, werewolves, and
even fucking vampries to deal with. It's so much
better to take the fight to them than wait around
for people to get hurt?

WokeUpChoseViolence

ThatOneReporter
            Chill, I'm sure some of them are more
reasonable than others. Can't we all just try to get
along? I'm sure if we talk to them we could come
to an understanding.



Adversaries



Terms for Adversaries

Mages: Warlocks and wizards.
Vampires: Nocturnals, vampires,
licks.
The walking dead: Rots, zombies,
walkers, and deaders.
Spirits: Ghosts, haunters, spooks.
Shapechangers: werewolves,
beast-men, changers.

Note: This is not an entire list for
all of the names out there for the
enemies, just the most common
ones.



Rots



Rots: What are they?
While the other kinds of opponents should be familiar to
those who know enough about the World of Darkness, the
rots are fairly unique to HtR and as such need their own
segment to discuss exactly what they are. Rots are re-
animated corpses, but unlike vampires don't seem to have
all too much going on in the head and don't need
sustanance to survive. There are three kinds of rots hidden,
walkers, and shamblers.

The Hidden:
These rots are the walking dead who are somehow able to
disguise the fact that they are walking corpses to the
normal Jane's and Joe's of the world. One thing to note
about these rots is that they don't seem to ever improve
the skills they have past when they were alive.

Hidden: Strength 5, dex 5, stamina 5, charisma 2, manipulation 4, wits 5,
int 3, resolve 3, composure 3
Skills: (choose from) brawl 4, awareness 3, athletics 4, drive 2,  etiquette
2, insight 2, firearms 3, intimidation 5, melee 3, streetwise 3, survival 4.
Willpower: 6
Special abilities: Hidden are able to disguise themselves as human, but
second sight reveals that they are wrong. they have 15 levels of hp and
can spend a superficial willpower to recover one superficial health. They
take damage as mortals do.



The Walkers:
These rots are the walking dead are the midpoint between
the most undead rots and the hidden. Their bodies
decompose slowly overtime, but these rots are able to cover it
up with perfume and makeup.  Another thing to note about
walkers is that they have a human range of motion. The
walkers seem to have a clear purpose in their unlife that they
will peruse in the most direct way possible. Once completed,
most walkers return from their grave to sleep peacefully.

Walkers: Strength 4, dex 3, stamina 5, charisma 1, manipulation 3, wits 4,
int 2, resolve 2, composure 2
Skills: (choose from) brawl 2, awareness 3, athletics 2, drive 1,  etiquette
1, insight 1, firearms 2, intimidation 3, melee 2, streetwise 2, subterfuge 1. 
Willpower: 4
Special abilities: Hidden are able to disguise themselves as human, but
second sight reveals that they are wrong. they have 8 levels of hp and can
spend a superficial willpower to recover one superficial health. They take
damage as mortals do.

The Shamblers: The shamblers are the most obviously
undead. They might look like a drunk far away, but up close
they are obviously undead even to most humans. The smell
and look of rotting flesh is very present with them. There is
one key difference between them and walkers or hidden
though, they always show up in groups.



Shamblers: Strength 3, dex 2, stamina 6, charisma 0,
manipulation 0, wits 2, int 1, resolve 2, composure 2
Skills: brawl 2,  intimidation 5
Willpower: 6
Special abilities: Shamblers have 6 health leaves and
can only be killed by decapitation or from their bodies
being utterly destroyed.



Cut Content



Creed: Inquisitors



Who are the Inquisitors?

The Inquisitors, as the name implies, are
former or current agents of the Second
Inquisition that have been Imbued by
the Heralds. Due to the Second
Inquisition being a mixed bag of people
from all different backgrounds from
Government agents to members of the
Society of St. Leopold, they have no
primary virtues and as such are free to
choose their own primary virtue. Inquisitors
also have the catiff debuff of all edges costing
6 exp.

Primary Virtue: Chosen by the player

Secondary Virture: Chosen by the player



TAKE BACK THE NIGHT AGAIN!


